
 

Annex 2 

What factors influence your choice of transport into and out of the 

city centre after 5pm 

 

  Ward 

1 Traffic queues, which are much worse at the moment 
with the restrictions on the bridge. 

Other York 

2 Since YCC have made me as a driver an outcast I no 
longer use the city centre I use Clifton Moor/Monks 
Cross 

Huntington & 
New Earswick 

3 Distance to travel Holgate 

4 Availability of buses.  Whether I am having a drink Huntington & 
New Earswick 

5 The terrible traffic caused by bad decisions that 
mean that trying to drive and park a car in York is 
virtually impossible 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

6 Car parking, weather Other York 

7 Can't rely on buses home in the evening so often 
have to use the car 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

8 Location Guildhall 

9 Safety and how much energy I have after a night out! 
I take more taxis in the winter months. If I'm with 
friends, I'm likely to walk home. 

Micklegate 

10 Live close Hull Road 

11 Early evening I will walk or get the bus if possible. 
After 8pm when the park and ride finishes I will 
usually get a taxi. 

Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

12 If there is a bus Hull Road 

13 The Weather! Clifton 

14 Availability, price Hull Road 

15 Where I live. N/A 

16 Weather, location of social, whether I am alone or 
with friends 

Heslington 

17 Good bus service Strensall 

18 Convenience, speed, cost. Fishergate 



19 Preferences of others  Time of travel  Number of 
people travelling with me 

Other York 

20 Weather Micklegate 

21 Weather. How much of a rush I'm in. Cost. Fishergate 

22 Traffic, cost of parking, ease of parking Fishergate 

23 What time I will leave the centre Clifton 

24 Depends how late it is and whether buses are 
running 

Holgate 

25 There are no late buses where I live (Sutton on the 
Forest) and the taxi is a bomb. 

N/A 

26 Time of day - would much rather use a bus than a 
taxi but buses don't run late. 

Hull Road 

27 Personal safety late at night will encourage me to get 
a taxi 

Clifton 

28 Where we are, how frequent the buses are running, 
time 

Heslington 

29 Whether I'm drinking, the weather, the time, how 
much I have to carry. 

Fishergate 

30 Safety, I would not feel safe walking after dark Fishergate 

31 Buses stop around midnight Hull Road 

32 Weather, time, money Hull Road 

33 How far I live from the centre. Heworth 

34 Cycle if I'm not going to be drinking much, bus if the 
clubber's bus is running. Otherwise, taxi. 

Heslington 

35 Time, money Haxby & 
Wigginton 

36 Time and cost Other York 

37 Cost, how many are going, where we are going, and 
frequency of buses. 

Heslington 

38 Whatever is available, which does not make me 
colder and more tired than I already am. 

Heworth 

39 If I have my 12 year old with me, the weather and 
time of year. When dark prefer to be on bike than 
walk. Parking is often a problem....cost distance to 
location etc. Don't walk to bus stops at Rougher St or 
station. 

Fishergate 

40 Walking distance from centre - would take longer to 
walk to a bus stop and wait there. 

Clifton 

41 Bus frequencies Heworth 



42 Cost Fishergate 

43 If buses are still running, if I'll be drinking. Heslington 

44 Times of buses or the waiting time for taxi. Other York 

45 Accessibility Fishergate 

46 The time of night, and if I'm alone safety Westfield 

47 The temperature Hull Road 

48 What I'm planning on doing. The weather. Clifton 

49 Weather, amount of alcohol consumed/to be 
consumed. 

Fishergate 

50 Outwards: only one bus running east towards Tang 
Hall/Osbaldwick area, runs infrequently and stops 
running earlier than most nights out end, leaving only 
expensive taxi service as an option when walking at 
night feels unsafe 

Hull Road 

51 After midnight there aren't any buses to the 
University other than Clubbers on some nights. I'm 
forced to walk alone over three miles or take a taxi. 

Other York 

52 Cost , what friends are doing, time of day, weather Heslington 

53 Price, time, distance Fishergate 

54 How cold it is. Fishergate 

55 Time, weather Other York 

56 Bus times. Heslington 

57 Cost, ease Hull Road 

58 Availability of buses. Heworth 

59 Temperature. Fishergate 

60 The weather, distance Fishergate 

61 Distance. Who I'm with. Generally walk, always if 
starting from home. 

Fishergate 

62 Safety Clifton 

63 Traffic. I can get in faster on my bike than in a car. 
Though residents free parking after 6 is brilliant. 

Heworth 

64 The weather   How far across town we're going  How 
drunk we might get 

Clifton 

65 Availability of bus services Acomb 

66 Accessibility to bus routes continuing to at least 8 
pm. 

Clifton 

67 Only cycle in the summer. Taxi if drinking. Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 



68 Parking availability and charges   Weather  Personal 
safety 

N/A 

69 Ease of access, lack of parking, proximity to where 
we live.  Ability to ride a bike after a few drinks! 

Fishergate 

70 After 5pm, I would only walk in summer months when 
it is light. Do not feel safe walking into town in my 
own the dark. I would like to get a bus but they don't 
travel frequently enough or late enough. 

Clifton 

71 Park and Ride shuts at 8 pm Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

72 Cost  Reliability Derwent 

73 Convenience Other York 

74 Not applicable Guildhall 

75 I live 10 minutes away. Micklegate 

76 Weather. Choice if activity Strensall 

77 Coming from work N/A 

78 What time I shall be leaving town Rural West 

79 I live on the edge of the city centre. Micklegate 

80 My proximity to the city centre, lateness for coming 
home, darkness and level of inebriation. 

Other York 

81 Alcohol, traffic and timescale Clifton 

82 I live within walking distance Other York 

83 Park and ride timeliness, taxi availability Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

84 I live within walking distance of town. Clifton 

85 Availability of buses.  I can use park and ride during 
the day.  No service to my village after this time. 

Other York 

86 How sleepy or drunk I am. Holgate 

87 Weather Huntington & 
New Earswick 

88 Not a bus service Holgate 

89 Bus regularity which is not so great later at night. 
Often choose taxi to get out of town asap (e.g. after 
the cinema or theatre) when it's full of drunks! 

Holgate 

90 Few  buses after 8pm N/A 

91 How late it is. Whether I'm drinking. Heworth 



92 The bus timetable is a big deciding factor. I much 
prefer to travel in to the city by bus, but the lack of 
availability for a late night bus for the return journey 
makes this impossible, so I either choose to drive or 
to go somewhere more local. I live near Selby and 
my last bus is 6.30pm during the week, with only 1 
late bus on a Saturday (11.00pm) with more cuts in 
the future this will make it even less likely that I will 
choose to travel to York in the evening. The trains 
suffer for the same time tabling issues. 

N/A 

93 Weather, where I'm coming from Fishergate 

94 Weather, availability of bus service Fishergate 

95 Journey type Clifton 

96 I live 10 minutes walk away Heworth 

97 Cost. Heslington 

98 Weather Clifton 

99 Usually I am returning from work in Leeds, and use 
the time after my commute to see friends, or I am 
coming in from home to go to the theatre, cinema or 
pub. I am also a non-driver. 

Haxby & 
Wigginton 

100 Safety, convenience Westfield 

101 Convenience  Cost  Time Hull Road 

102 I am disabled and cannot walk far so public transport 
is a problem for me 

Acomb 

103 Weather, friends Fishergate 

104 Convenience and availability N/A 

105 Distance. Guildhall 

106 Cost, exercise, convenience Holgate 

107 Weather. Other York 

108 Weather, what time I’m going home. Haxby & 
Wigginton 

109 We live within city walls Guildhall 

110 Cost Other York 

111 Availability of public transport Fulford 

112 Where I have to get to, going home is fine on foot - 
safety a consideration later on to other destinations, 
but distance main priority.  Taxis often the only 
option. 

Clifton 

113 I live a 10min walk from the centre Clifton 



114 Past 8pm a lot of buses stop running. In other cities 
they have buses that run through out the night and 
were a useful and cheap way to get home at the end 
of the night. 

Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

115 The weather. Clifton 

116 I live close enough to walk. Clifton 

117 If I will be having a drink or not - if I am having a drink 
I will use a taxi. I live in Wigginton and the bus route 
is so long it can take nearly an hour to get there. taxi 
is quicker 

Haxby & 
Wigginton 

118 If I will be drinking alcohol. Time I am staying out until  
The weather 

Clifton 

119 Easy access. Other York 

120 Weather, tiredness, or if have elderly parents with us. 
If I'm late! 

Clifton 

121 I will take the bus if there is still one on schedule. 
Otherwise: taxi. 

Heslington 

122 I don't get the bus anymore because £2.20 for a 
single (for a 2 mile trip) is ridiculous. So I cycle or 
walk either way 

Other York 

123 Proximity of home  Whether I intend to drink or not Guildhall 

124 Time  Whether I'm drinking or not  Money Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

125 Cost/Health Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

126 Distance Guildhall 

127 Price and environment. We would bike but I don't 
think the cycle paths from Holgate are safe for 
children 

Holgate 

128 Ease of journey and safety N/A 

129 Weather, no. of stops / venues, anticipated / actual 
alcohol consumption. 

Micklegate 

130 The time of night and also the day Hull Road 

131 I live close to city centre so walk MIcklegate 

132 Live within walking distance but don't always feel 
safe to walk home 

Other York 

133 Bus services tend to only run until about 8pm on the 
major routes 

Other York 



134 Buses finishing relatively early on weekends mean 
people have to use expensive taxi services or risk 
cycling home if they don't have the money. 

Strensall 

135 Cost and availability Holgate 

136 Weather Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

137 How frequent it is, cost and how quick it will be. Heworth 

138 Lack of public transport after 7.30 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

139 I don't have a car and the buses are incredibly 
unreliable. Therefore I walk. 

Other York 

140 If we're drinking we need to be on foot and if it's 
raining we get a taxi home! We use bikes most of the 
time as they're easier to park! 

Heworth 

141 Parking and bus times. Derwent 

142 Speed – girlfriend’s high heels!!  Weather Micklegate 

143 Ease and frequency - York is a night a nightmare to 
park in and also one of the most expensive I have 
been to. 

N?A 

144 Depends on type of social occasions Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

145 Cost Acomb 

146 If I am to drink I would use a taxi, otherwise I would 
always use my car. 

Huntington & 
New Earswick 

147 I live close to the city so foot or taxi is best Clifton 

148 Distance from home vs energy level Guildhall 

149 Time of travel i.e whether buses are running.    
Parking options 

Rural West 

150 Weather, if children with us, general atmosphere, 
how light it is.  Main preference is for walking. Above 
options, three only?  I cycle daily, use bus a couple 
of times a month, drive weekly, walk weekly (wife 
daily) and get a taxi a few times a month. 

Osbaldwick 

151 No buses after 11:30pm so forced to take expensive 
taxi. 

Westfield 

152 I live close enough to walk to the centre. Other York 

153 Weather, how late it is, what I'm wearing (i.e. 
impractical footwear for walking) 

Micklegate 



154 The convenience of bus services and the cost of 
parking. 

Huntington & 
New Earswick 

155 If has the possibility of turning up. Buses in York after 
6pm are awful - most are late, a fair amount just don't 
turn up. You are going to struggle to get people into 
York when they can't park up or get the bus. 

Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

156 I live close Fishergate 

157 Weather and clothing for whatever I am going to Micklegate 

158 The ridiculous parking charges and buses that get in 
the way. 

Acomb 

159 Weather, time Fishergate 

160 Traffic & whether we are choosing to have a drink or 
not. Money - we walk to save money on buses/taxis 

Fishergate 

161 Has to be car as public transport not an option to get 
back home after theatre 

N/A 

162 I don't trust the reliance/safely of buses at night and 
taxis cost a fortune. 

N/A 

163 Weather - if it's colder/raining then I will get the bus, 
otherwise I am within walking distance. 

Fishergate 

164 Weather, tiredness, very rarely traffic Micklegate 

165 If there is someone to walk home with me (and it's 
not the middle of winter!) I prefer to walk home, if I'm 
on my own however I would get a taxi 

Hull Road 

166 Convenient, especially if eating in one part of York 
and then going to the theatre or a concert 

N/A 

167 Walking is very easy for me as I live about 10 to 15 
mins walk from the centre. I might bus if weather bad 
and a bus comes along 

Fishergate 

168 Distance, sunset time Micklegate 

169 I finish work after the last bus twice a week so have 
to walk or get a lift  Use bus in order to have a drink 

Westfield 

170 Safety Osbaldwick 

171 If I plan to drink alcohol I don't cycle. Micklegate 

172 What is most affordable and widely available. Fishergate 

173 Buses too infrequent in the evening Rural West 

174 Temperature, time of day, activity Fishergate 

175 Time, availability of bus vs Taxi, available money for 
taxi fare 

Other York 



176 Work or pleasure Heworth 
Without 

177 I live in the city walls so walk Guildhall 

178 Live close so walk Guildhall 

179 Speed, convenience, cost - and weather conditions Hull Road 

180 Public transport finishes too early in my village to use  
Car is easier and safer when I'm on my own 

N/A 

181 Buses home stop at 6pm Rural West 

182 Cost Other York 

183 Where I'm based when I'm not staying with friends 
(My family home) so I can only use the bus to get 
close.  When I'm staying in York it's convenient when 
socialising to get taxis there and back with everyone 
and to walk in when you're on your own. 

N/A 

184 Cost and reliability Holgate 

185 The price and availability. Heslington 

186 Unreliability and cost of buses and not safe Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

187 Cheapness and directness Heworth 

188 Lack of buses in the early hours of the morning Heslington 

189 Whether buses are running at the time I leave, how 
frequent they are, how much a taxi will cost. 

Hull Road 

190 Light and weather Other York 

191 I have a disability and I can get closer to where I 
want to go if I travel via taxi or car. I do sometimes 
travel by bus but I don't like walking around the city at 
night to get to a bus stop - or the taxi rank either for 
that matter. 

Bishopthorpe 

192 Accessibility of venue, cost, comfort Other York 

193 Live close by.  Price of taxis. Guildhall 

194 The weather Other York 

195 Live within walking distance of the centre Micklegate 

196 Later buses always helps, put more on after midnight Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

197 Whether I intend to drink alcoholic drinks or not. Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

198 Cost and flexibility Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

199 Prefer to use bus but often not convenient. Service 
ends too early 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 



200 Car most reliable. Infrequent buses that don't run late Strensall 

201 Car parking availability, bus convenience and cost 
and whether drinking or not. 

Fulford 

202 Ease N/A 

203 No buses to our village after 6.00pm Rural West 

204 The weather, parking, and the cost of busses. Huntington & 
New Earswick 

205 I live very centrally, so walking into the city is a no 
brainer. If I'm leaving the city I'm likely to be going to 
another nearby town, so it's usually by train as this is 
the quickest and most convenient. 

Micklegate 

206 No buses out of York to where I live late at night - too 
far to walk, only walk into the city centre from work 
location 

Other York 

207 Weather. Time that I will be coming out of town. Huntington & 
New Earswick 

208 I live in a rural village is no public transport after 
18:00 hrs and no public transport back from they city. 

Bishopthorpe 

209 Whether alcohol has been consumed Bishopthorpe 

210 Buses to North of the A19 do not run after 8pm and 
having to get taxi nearly doubles the cost of the 
evening, or one of us drives and goes home early 

N/A 

211 None, I'm happy to walk home late Holgate 

212 If I am drinking alcohol or not. What event I am 
attending and if easy free parking is available in the 
area I am attending. 

Haxby & 
Wiggington 

213 It depends if I am going in alone or with friends, and 
what I am going to do. I live close to the centre, so 
often walk in and get a taxi back later. 

Holgate 

214 The weather and availability of taxis N/A 

215 Resident parking access and how close i can get to 
the centre in my bike 

Huntington & 
New Earswick 

216 I live in a suburb of Leeds so the car is most 
convenient for me. 

N/A 

217 Blood alcohol ratio Heworth 

218 Availability and cost Westfield 

219 No decent bus service number 11 Heworth 

220 SAFETY Other York 



221 I use my car when I do not intend to drink, and I am 
transporting children or other for whom walking etc. 
is difficult. If I can't park for free at night, I won't use 
it. 

Fishergate 

222 Whether we will be drinking and also return bus 
times 

Bishopthorpe 

223 Locality to my house MIcklegate 

224 Convenience Rural West 

225 Time of day, weather, number of people in the group Guildhall 

226 Cleanliness of the transport and standard of travel in 
terms of comfort etc.  The amount of friends I am 
socialising with. The times I am travelling.  My plans 
on drinking or not 

Strensall 

227 Convenience, free parking for York residents Clifton 

228 Plans for evening - drinking etc Clifton 

229 I live close to the city centre so always cycle or walk.    
However, why does the Park & Ride shut so early?? 
If you want to go to the theatre, see a film or have a 
meal later than 7pm, and use the Park & Ride you 
can't. Many friends who work in the city centre and 
use the Park & Ride are frustrated by this. Surely the 
car parks (and the bus services) should operate until 
at least 11pm! Otherwise, people are deterred from 
the city centre in the evening, or park in the city 
centre, adding to congestion. 

Micklegate 

230 Poor bus facilities and over priced taxis. Clifton 

231 I live close to York Holgate 

232 Weather. Bus frequency and reliability Huntington & 
New Earswick 

233 Car parking is awful expensive.   Roads are poorly 
designed, as are ideas such as the Lendal Bridge 
closure. Very anti-cars.  Buses and trains very 
overpriced. 

Clifton 

234 I have no bus service and live too far out to travel 
otherwise! 

Wheldrake 

235 Bus timetables, personal safety Heworth 
Without 

236 My reason for travelling Bishopthorpe 

237 Weather  Time Heslington 

238 Convenience Other York 

239 The amount of people I am with Heslington 



240 Parking charges are too high Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

241 Frequency... Need more buses to and from the 
University at later hours. Even if it is at least on a 
seasonal basis. Winter is grim when you're waiting! 

Hull Road 

242 Prefer to travel by bus because have an annual 
season ticket for commuting so effectively free, but 
occasionally use car where more convenient (eg 
combining with other journey). Driving costs and 
parking charges discourage me from using the car 
without good reason. 

N/A 

243 None, I live close by so walk/cycle Micklegate 

244 I live 30 minutes walk from town so I usually walk or 
cycle, although if I am travelling in the dark I will often 
drive to avoid having to walk in poorly lit areas 

Holgate 

245 Who is going with me - bus fares expensive for a 
family compared to the cost of parking. Purpose of 
visit and likely time will be returning. Buses 
infrequent after 8pm and none to and from the 
station. 

Fishergate 

246 Ease of access to and from. Other York 

247 I don’t drive. It’s close.  Greener to walk or cycle. 
Cheaper, quicker to cycle 

Fishergate 

248 Availability, no night buses. Haxby and 
Wigginton 

249 Alcohol, weather, what I am doing in Town Osbaldwick 

250 Lack of busses late in evening. Walk when taxi 
queues are too long ( most of the time) 

Clifton 

251 Safety Haxby & 
Wigginton 

252 I live in city centre Guildhall 

253 BUS SERVICE IS AWFUL Acomb 

254 Weather conditions. Days of the week. Reason for 
visiting the city, ie cinema or formal function. 

Strensall 

255 Cost Holgate 

256 Where I live Other York 

257 Availability and cost Micklegate 

258 Lack of buses after 8pm forces me to use other 
transport. 

Clifton 



259 Weather! Heworth 

260 Don't like walking after dark.  Would use bus more to 
travel in and out if more frequent service (only every 
half hour then hourly). 

Holgate 

261 The weather - I will walk in unless it's pouring with 
rain!  I would prefer to catch a bus home but the 
buses to my area don't run very late. I don't like to 
walk home later on at night so will get a taxi. 

Heworth 

262 Time (not all buses run late, or if they do they run 
infrequently)   Depends on the activity I have been 
doing. 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

263 Availability - usually no buses! Rural West 

264 In: Whether I'm already in town (e.g. after work), 
frequency/timing of buses (e.g. matching against 
meeting/cinema times).  Out: frequency/timing of 
buses (e.g. last bus home is 11.30 therefore must 
leave before then to catch it). If there was a later 
bus(es) I would stay later. 

Haxby & 
Wigginton 

265 Health, and frequency of bus service, weather (snow, 
ice, etc) 

Guildhall 

266 There are no buses later than 7 and I couldn't drink if 
I drove 

N/A 

267 None, I live in South bank so I would always walk. Micklegate 

268 Alcohol, buses do not run often enough after a 
certain time which leaves a taxis only or walking 3 
miles 

Huntington & 
New Earswick 

269 Convenience/Safety N/A 

270 My (unfortunate) residence in Selby, the cost of 
trains and the fairer price of buses 

N/A 

271 Availability of public transport N/A 

272 Weather and what I am there to do. If shopping, I 
take the car. 

Rural West 

273 Too expensive to park Clifton 

274 Usually I would go on my bike but if it is raining, we 
get a lift 

Clifton 

275 Weather. Starting point. Purpose of trip. Other York 

276 Time taken to get to YCC ie bus very slow from 
Wigginton.  Parking availability and charges. 

Haxby & 
Wigginton 



277 I don't walk on my own in the dark as I have been 
followed on a number of occasions, so if buses are 
running I use them but if not I have to get a taxi. 

Heworth 

278 Unfortunately the bus lines to Fulford do not run late. 
This makes it hard to get out of the City Centre after 
7 pm. From about 5-6 pm it is impossible to get from 
the centre to Fulford because the roads are 
incredibly congested. Therefore we avoid using the 
car at those hours. 

Fulford 

279 The park and ride closes too early to spend the 
afternoon and evening in York without worrying about 
parking. It would be better if the park and ride stayed 
open later but with fewer buses say one every 
30mins instead of every 10mins like the daytime 

Derwent 

280 Not a very good bus service Huntington & 
New Earswick 

281 If drinking will use bus / taxi...often cheaper for family 
to get taxi than all get bus, plus bus frequency can be 
hit and miss after 6pm 

Westfield 

282 No buses go near me and the high cost of parking 
means the car is only used if I have someone who 
cannot walk very well 

Guildhall 

283 Traffic and whether I have had a drink/intend to drink Osbaldwick 

284 Distance. N/A 

285 Cost due to living well outside York and no public 
transport. 

Rural West 

286 Cost Westcliffe 

287 Alcohol consumption Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

288 The distance travelled and weather Other York 

289 Limited train times.  Can't leave car at park and ride 
after 8 

N/A 

290 If we want to drink we cannot drive but the buses 
stop at 8 so cost is a factor as taxis are expensive. 

N/A 

291 If I’m alone I get a taxi because I think it is dangerous 
because of drunk/abusive people 

Holgate 

292 Safety. Holgate 

293 Depends on activity. Generally walk in, but get taxi 
out if going for late dinner or drinks. Sometimes drive 
if going to cinema and the weather is terrible. 

Holgate 



294 Which is the most convenient at the time and the 
weather 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

295 Price and frequency of buses are not good enough. 
Our bus firm changes after 7 so it is not possible to 
get a return ticket, therefore it makes sense for us 
just to get a taxi! Absolute nonsense. Bus times are 
not frequent enough or reliable enough to get 
anywhere for the times you want. Bus prices too high 
for the short journey we have to make. 

Acomb 

296 Weather - will walk if not raining Acomb 

297 Bus availability. I would stay in the city centre longer 
if buses ran longer timetables. 

Derwent 

298 Taxi fares are too expensive, buses are too 
infrequent, taxi drivers are rude and frightening. If its 
raining or I am alone I have to get a taxi but am 
frightened waiting in the queue and of the driver 

Hull Road 

299 If it is after 6 I will usually take the car (free parking). 
Getting home on the buss is a bit hit and miss 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

300 The weather Guildhall 

301 N/A as I live close to the city centre. Micklegate 

302 Time, cost, weather Other York 

303 Availability of public transport very limited. Personal 
safety high on my agenda. 

Fulford 

304 Secure bike parking. Rain. Fishergate 

305 Whether the buses are still running. Hull Road 

306 Park & Ride closing at 8pm. Infrequent buses Other York 

307 Weather and how much time I have and safety for 
coming home, if I am going out alone 

Fishergate 

308 Extortionate bus/taxi prices Clifton 

309 Price and convenience Clifton 

310 Parking.  Weather Fishergate 

311 How much I've had to eat Clifton 

312 Available methods of transport. E.g. no busses after 
12am to get home so use taxis if I can't drive 

Haxby and 
Wigginton 

313 Cost of bus. For my family it cost £14, you can get a 
taxi for cheaper 

Westfield 

314 I live within 20 minutes walk of the city centre.  Public 
transport towards my home (just off Burton Stone 
Lane) is irregular so it wouldn't occur to me to use it. 

Clifton 



315 I live in a village outside of York. A bus journey takes 
too long and is inconvenient. I prefer to bring my car 
so that I can get home without having to wait for a 
bus. Although York has many bus stops, not many 
are sheltered sufficiently for the weather in the 
winter. This makes it uncomfortable for my family and 
I. York would benefit from a proper transport hub - 
but I appreciate this is difficult to deliver in a medieval 
city. 

N/A 

316 Buses are too slow and expensive. I don't want to 
support First by giving them any of my money, since 
they do not have good customer service. 

Guildhall 

317 Would not travel in or out on foot in the dark.  Bus 
service is hit and miss.  Much easier by Car 

Hull Road 

318 Weather  Time  Type of event Guildhall 

319 Needs more reliable bus travel - one bus every 1/2 
hour is not good 

Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

320 The weather, bus timetables and my wife Huntington & 
New Earswick 

321 Buses stop after 11pm, so must take a taxi home. If 
the weather is OK, I will cycle, if not I will take a bus. 
Evenings in the city usually involve a bit of a drink, so 
I don't go by car, unless I'm not drinking. 

Acomb 

322 Cost, weather, available time, time of night. Hull Road 

323 The ability to park somewhere that doesn't charge 
me a fortune. 

Westfield 

324 How drunk I intend to get  How cold it is Micklegate 

325 Prefer to walk. Holgate 

326 Whether I can get a lift with someone Fulford 

327 Free parking for York residents,  times of buses, if 
alcohol is part of evening out, weather, proximity to 
venue, type of evening out planned 

Other York 

328 Distance from the station. N/A 

329 Weather, light, type of shoes, distance to venue Heworth 

330 Weather, type of event attending. Holgate 

331 Weather and bus times Clifton 

332 Weather Holgate 



333 Price and frequency (of buses - have found 
ourselves waiting for buses that never turn up in 
centre of York and have to resort to a taxi) 

Osbaldwick 

334 There is no bus service in Rawcliffe Lane.  If I walk to 
where the bus goes and catch it the journey does so 
many detours it's quicker to walk.  Park and Ride is 
useful but last bus from town is 8.10 pm so is quite 
restrictive no other option but to walk after 8pm 

Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton Without 

335 Lack of buses home Micklegate 

336 Availability of affordable public transport and/or 
cheaper parking places 

Strensall 

337 Filthy bus, wet nights waiting for a bus, the park and 
ride closes too early it should close at eleven pm 

N/A 

338 Timing, evening activity Holgate 

339 If I have to transport a load and how big it is. Clifton 

340 Weather; time; rowdiness. Holgate 

341 I live close to town, its easiest to walk or take the 
bike if I'm in a rush 

Guildhall 

342 Weather, parking near destination, purpose of visit 
into the City Centre. 

Fishergate 

343 Disabled Huntington & 
New Earswick 

344 Weather and how late it is. Fishergate 

345 The buses take 40 minutes to get from my home in 
Wigginton into town, combine the waiting time and 
it’s just not an attractive option. Car or taxi takes 20 
minutes 

Haxby and 
Wigginton 

346 Use bus if available. Drive if taking the children. 
Expensive taxis are a last resort. 

Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

347 My choice Other York 

348 I live in the city centre so no transport required. Micklegate 

349 Cost, weather, convenience Rural West 

350 Cost and time Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

351 Cost and availability. Rural West 

352 Weather Micklegate 

353 The weather Heworth 
Without 

354 Frequency of late trains to Harrogate N/A 



355 Parking, alcohol, weather Heworth 

356 Weather and traffic such as race days congestion Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

357 We only live 20 mins walk from city centre so would 
almost never get transport. Sometimes we get a taxi 
if it is raining. There are not that many buses that go 
up Bishopthorpe road so we don't tend to use the bus 

Micklegate 

358 Times of buses Heworth 

359 Lack of enough buses at night to home location Rural West 

360 Cost, time of travel home Dringhouses & 
Woodthorpe 

361 Convenience Other York 

362 The weather and/or the time Guildhall 
 


